
MINUTES VIRTUAL MEETING – 8th  JUNE 2021 

 

1. Presentations:  

“Activities with dolls based on children special needs”. ( All the presentations will be 

uploaded on eTwinning. 

2. Inclusion of children with special needs.  

Comparing how every school and every country deals with  inclusion of children in 

ordinary classrooms. Main difficulties and problems.  

3. Organization of the meeting with children on 10th June: 

We start at 9,30 only for teachers, the school of Lithuania will introduce their country, 

city and school.  At 10,30 we can connect with pupils in every school, we will sing 

together “Amigos para siempre” and share activities about Lithuania. At the end a final 

activity in Spain for the closing of the project 

 

MINUTES VIRTUAL MEETING – 9th  JUNE 2021 

 1.- Mobility Tool 

 Every partner should fill in their own reports. The coordinator will prepare the 

guidelines and the main aspects that should be described.  It is necessary to modify the last 

meeting in Lithuania, we participated in a virtual one due to pandemic situation.  The 

coordinator will ask about the modification and communicate how to fill in to the partners.  

Every school should check that the information about budget and mobilities is 

correctly written on this platform. If there are some problems you can contact the coordinator.   

2.-Evaluation of project results 

We can ask some questionnaires to children , families and teachers who participated 

on the project, Sabrina explained  her questionnaires , she will translate into English and 

shared with the partners.  María de Mar will also share her questionnaires so every partner 

can translate and prepared their ones.  We decide to ask a small number of children ( 4-5 in 

every school) .  

When every partner has the results, they can prepare a short text explaining  them. As 

a conclusion,  we can write a description of the  impact of the project in our school,  how the 

activities and the methodology used we considered interesting, which ones should be 

improved or changed to adapt to our schools, which aspects the schools have modified and 

included on their curriculums and programs. 

3.-Dissemination and sustainability 

On eTwinning there is a page for this topic, every school should introduce the 

information about the activities they have done to disseminated the project ( if you need 

check the Spanish page and try to adapt to your activities).  



For sustainability we can include how we will keep the methodology and activities in 

our school, and if we want to share our experience with other schools in our country or in a 

new European project ( for example). The WebPages and other results will be easily available 

for everybody who wants information about the project.  

 

 

 

 

 


